ABSTRACT In recent years, the various Internet of Things (IoT) communication technologies have been researched. The third generation partnership project (3GPP) is dedicated to building the IoT platforms, including NB-IoT, eMTC, and URLLC. However, these platforms cannot adequately meet all the needs of future IoT use cases which are usually broad and beyond cellular. In order to reduce the deployment cost, making the full use of the unlicensed spectrum is strongly appealing to the IoT scenarios. Transform domain communication system (TDCS) is a typical system with spectrum sensing and sharing, and it has unique advantages in supporting multiuser communication in a complex electromagnetic environment. Thus, TDCS is proposed for the IoT massive multiple access scenarios. Previous studies indicate that traditional TDCS has poor BER performance when encountering a large number of users, especially with the near-far effect. To address this, a hybrid clustering TDCS targeting at cognitive IoT applications is proposed to support massive multiple access with the near-far effect. The optimal construction method of the sequence set is also given for the hybrid clustering TDCS. Compared with traditional TDCS, the simulation results show that the proposed system achieves an improvement in multiple access ability, and the system performance can be improved by making a compromise on the number of clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a global network of interconnected objects which are uniquely addressed based on standard communication protocols [1] , [2] . IoT interconnects ''things'' and implements machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, which is a means of data communication between heterogeneous devices without manual intervention [3] . In IoT network, a large number of devices are working and exchanging information simultaneously, thus the communication system should have massive multiple access capability [4] , [5] . However, the spectrum scarcity problem and fixed spectrum allocation scheme limit the multiple access capability of current communication systems. Therefore, allocating spectrum resources dynamically and improving the utilization efficiency of the spectrum are key issues IoT. The IoT with spectrum sensing and sharing is called cognitive IoT.
The multiple access of traditional TDCS is achieved by assigning different pseudo-random (PR) sequences to different users, and all users occupy the same available spectrum. The receiver performs multi-user demodulation according to the correlation of the FMWs of different users. In cognitive IoT, the network should be designed with the ability of massive device access. Unfortunately, traditional TDCS accommodates a small number of users due to co-channel interference among different users. For this, the interference cancellation is introduced to reduce co-channel interference. Successive interference cancellation (SIC) is an effective way to improve the performance of TDCS multiple access. However, as the number of users increases, the computation complexity of SIC increases dramatically.
In recent research, a clustering method has been proposed to improve the spectrum utilization efficiency of TDCS [21] , [22] . In the case of a small number of clusters, this method hardly affects the BER performance of the system. Thus, it can be applied to improve the multiple access performance of TDCS. In this paper, we are concerned with a transmission scheme in cognitive IoT. In such a scenario, multiple access ability and spectrum utilization efficiency are needed to be considered. Thus, a hybrid clustering TDCS multiple access system is proposed to improve the spectrum utilization efficiency and system performance. Unlike traditional TDCS multiple access systems, the proposed system first allocates the available spectrum to different clusters based on a clustering strategy. Then the same number of users are assigned to each cluster. Since the clusters are orthogonal to each other, the co-channel interference is only from the overlapping users on the same cluster instead of from all other users. For this case, the co-channel interference can be efficiently reduced by applying the SIC receiver. And compared with traditional TDCS, the SIC receiver of hybrid clustering TDCS has a lower computation complexity. Similar to other mobile communication systems, another issue of wireless IoT system is the near-far effect [23] . As shown in Fig. 1 , signals from different devices arrive at the base station with different distance and path, which causes the power difference of the signals among the devices. The near-far effect has a large impact on the system capacity and has become an urgent challenge in IoT scenarios. In order to overcome or even exploit this impact, many works on resource allocation, green communication, and SIC has been studied [24] , [26] .
Since the hybrid clustering TDCS system achieves waveform modulation and the demodulation according to the correlation between the local and received waveforms, considering the near-far effect of IoT and the clustering strategy of TDCS, a lower bound of the correlation function of power difference sequence set with spectral constraint is given in this paper. The lower bound is significant in information theory and can provide some theoretical reference for the cognitive communication/radar waveform design. Based on the lower bound, a construction method of the frequencydomain sequence set is obtained to reduce the interference of TDCS.
It can be summarized that the proposed hybrid clustering TDCS has the following features: 1) Making full use of spectrum resources and supporting spectrum sharing. 2) Providing reliable communication in the case of near-far effect and spectral constraint. 3) Supporting massive access for devices. 4) Simple hardware implementation that can share the hardware structure with traditional OFDM systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The transmitting and receiving schemes of traditional TDCS are introduced in Section II. The proposed hybrid clustering TDCS is described in Section III. Section IV gives the lower bound of sequences set and corresponding design method. In Section V, numerical simulations are presented. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 
II. TRADITIONAL TDCS STRUCTURE
The schematic of TDCS transmitter is shown in Fig. 2 . In TDCS, the entire spectrum band is divided into N subcarriers. Then the transmitter conducts spectrum sensing of the electromagnetic environment over the system bandwidth (BW). As shown in Fig. 3 , if the subcarriers are occupied, they will be unavailable to TDCS while the transmitted powers in the frequency domain are set to zeros as well. Let a = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N ] denotes the carrier mapping vector, where a i = 0 means the ith subcarrier is unavailable, and a i = 1 means the ith subcarrier is available. Let = {k|a k = 1} denotes the set of available subcarriers, and N a is the size of .¯ = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} \ denotes the set of unavailable subcarriers, i.e.,¯ represents the constrained spectrum, and N s is the size of¯ .
After spectrum sensing and subcarrier mapping, a complex PR phase vector:
T is generated to get the spectral basic vector B
where λ = √ N /N a , is an adjustable constant which ensures transmission symbols have the same energy. The FMW, b, can be generated by performing an inverse discrete Fourier
Then the transmitting data are modulated based on b. Cyclic code shift keying (CCSK) is a form of M ary signaling over a communication channel which modulate data into the cyclic shift version of b:
where · S denotes the operation of S-point cyclic shift, where S is the transmitting data. By applying CCSK modulation, the transmitting waveform can be expressed as
Mary .
The use of the binary sequence as the PR phase vector provides a low probability of intercept for the system. As a soft spreading spectrum technology, CCSK has higher data rate compared to direct spreading spectrum while maintains excellent anti-jamming ability and BER performance as well [27] . As shown in Fig. 4 , the receiver structure is compatible with OFDM structure. We assume the carrier mapping vector obtained by spectrum sensing and noticing at the receiver side is identical with that at the transmitter. Prior to signal demodulation, the receiver adopts the same method as the transmitter to generate a local reference FMW. Note that the power spectrum, i.e., |B 0 | 2 , |B 1 | 2 , . . . , |B N −1 | 2 , and the periodic auto-correlation function is a Fourier transform pair. Thus, the signal processing at the receiver is aim to calculate the auto-correlation of FMW. The transmitted signals have different shift version corresponding to the modulated data, the position of the auto-correlation peak at receiver indicates transmitting data. Since the peak of auto-correlation is the power of FMW which is a real number, the operation of obtaining the real number of auto-correlation can reduce the sidelobes of auto-correlation function without changing the peak value.
After passing an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the received signal can be expressed as
where ω (n) denotes the complex-valued AWGN noise with a power density spectrum ω (f ) = N 0 . For detection, the received signal, r = [r 0 , . . . , r N −1 ] is correlated with reference FMW to recover input data by detecting the maximum correlation output which can be performed with FFT to minimize computational complexity.
where (·) denotes obtaining the real component of a complex number. Then CCSK based demodulation will be applied based on the peak of y.
In traditional TDCS, all users occupy the same frequency band and this causes severe multi-user interference (MUI). Thus, TDCS has poor BER performance when the number of users is large, which is not applicable for IoT massive multiple access. TDCS with SIC receiver can improve the system capacity, however, it results in high complexity of hardware implementation when encountering a large number of users. Thus, a hybrid clustering TDCS is introduced to reduce the complexity and improve system capacity.
III. HYBRID CLUSTERING TDCS SYSTEM MODEL AND CLUSTERING STRATEGIES ANALYSIS A. HYBRID CLUSTERING TDCS SYSTEM
In this section, a hybrid clustering TDCS is introduced to overcome the drawbacks of TDCS in multiple access. As shown in Fig. 5 , after spectrum sensing, the available VOLUME 7, 2019 subcarriers are equally divided into L clusters, and each cluster contains N a /L subcarriers. Note that the clusters are orthogonal to each other
where denotes the empty set, l denotes the subcarriers set of lth cluster. Different from the traditional cluster-based TDCS [21] which allocates one user on each cluster, hybrid clustering TDCS can achieve massive multiple access by allocating more users on each cluster. We assume that M users are assigned to each cluster, then the total number of users is U = ML. The FMWs of different users are given by l and different PR sequences
where b m l is the mth FMW on lth cluster, a l is the carrier mapping vector of l and · denotes Hadamard product. After CCSK modulation, the transmitting waveform can be expressed as
where S m l ∈ 1, 2, . . . , M ary denotes the data carried by mth FMW on lth cluster.
After passing through AWGN channel, the received waveform r = [r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r N −1 ] can be expressed as
where w n indicates the noise. Following the CCSK demodulation, the data S m l is demodulated by detecting the shift version of the auto-correlation peak, and the signal after passing correlator can be written as
where a l · q m denotes the frequency-domain local reference mth FMW on lth cluster. Utilizing the constraint in (6), the τ th element of y m l is derived as
Then the demodulated data S m l is expressed as l , and n l (τ ) is AWGN noise. Consequently, the receiver of hybrid clustering TDCS is shown in Fig. 7 , and data symbols of other users can be recovered by same procedures described above.
Since there is only a single user on each cluster, the traditional cluster-based TDCS has no MUI problem. Proposed hybrid clustering TDCS has MUI shown in (12) which can be canceled by successive interference cancellation (SIC). Therefore, compared with single-user cluster-based TDCS, the proposed system can contain more users when the number of clusters is fixed.
SIC decoding complexity: An important feature of the SIC receiver is its decoding complexity. Based on the special demodulation of CCSK, the demodulation of each user requires an N -point IDFT operation, whose multiplication complexity can be reduced to N /2log 2 N by inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), and N complex multiplication operations, so the multiplication complexity of each SIC operation is linear with N log 2 N + 2 /2. And in clustering TDCS, due to divide the all users into L clusters, the complexity on each cluster is linear with U /L − 1, and the total complexity is linear with U − L. In summary, the total SIC decoding complexity of TDCS is O((U − L)N log 2 N ).
B. CLUSTERING STRATEGIES
As shown in (11), the PACF is related to the carrier mapping vector a l and data symbol S m l , where S m l determines the shift version of PACF, and a l determines the value of PACF. We assume S m l = 0 thus the peak of PACF is at location 0, and other locations are the sidelobes of PACF which interferes with the detection of PACF peak in (12) . Therefore, the normalized PACF lobes can be defined as
where τ = 0, . . . , N − 1. In order to detect the peak of PACF efficiently, the objective of clustering strategy is to minimize the sidelobes of PACF: R τ l , τ = 0 . The objective function can be expressed as
According to the Stirling approximation [28] , the objective function in (14) is an NP-hard problem. There are three typical clustering strategies researched in [21] : continuous strategy, uniform strategy, and random strategy. Fig. 8 shows the spectrum structure and PACF lobes of these three strategies. The observation can be explained as follows: as mentioned above, PACF and the power spectrum is a Fourier transform pair. Thus the PACF and the carrier mapping vector a l is almost a Fourier transform pair. Consider the IDFT of a l if a continuous strategy is adopted, the PACF is similar to the sinc function which has large sidelobes near the peak. And the smaller occupied subcarriers number is, the larger sidelobes are. If the uniform strategy is adopted, since frequency domain interpolation 0 is equivalent to time domain repetition, PACF has L equal peaks, which can't be used in TDCS. And the random strategy is the best of the three strategies, whose largest sidelobes of PACF is lower than that of the other two strategies. At the same time, the clustering strategy can be optimized through Monte Carlo trials.
However, the random method is almost impossible to get the optimal clustering strategy. In a recent study, a spectrally constrained sequences construction method was given in [29] . The sequences generated by this method have ideal PACF performance. Thus, the clustering strategies based on this method are optimal. However, the construction method is based on the cyclic difference set which can be generated in some specific cases but not generalized, e.g., when N is an even number, the cyclic difference set with the parameter (N , k, λ) does not exist. Therefore, the random clustering strategy is mainly adopted in this paper.
IV. CORRELATION LOWER BOUND OF POWER DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SET AND WAVEFORM CONSTRUCTION
As discussed above, the multiple access capacity of TDCS system can be improved by allocating the subcarriers to several clusters. However, spectrum clustering will cause the PACF performance deterioration of the sequence, this means that we cannot increase the multiple access capability of TDCS by increasing the number of clusters infinitely. Since the sequence sets of different clusters are orthogonal in (15) The PCCF and the PACF of X are defined as
where k = − (N − 1) , . . . , (N − 1), and ''mod'' is the modulo operator. For simplicity, the PACF of x m is written as r x m (k). In order to measure the sidelobes of PACF and PCCF, a metric named sidelobes power sum (SPS) of sequence set X is defined as
which contains the PACF sidelobes and PCCF sidelobes. In TDCS signal processing, the sidelobes of PACF and PCCF are regarded as interference. Thus, the sequence sets with low SPS metric need to be designed in TDCS. There are two lower bounds of SPS metric without the power difference. When all subcarriers are available and the powers of sequences are set to N , Welch bound is given in [30] :
. When a constrained spectrum is considered, the bound of spectrally-constrained sequences is given in [29] : SPS ≥ N 2 M (NM /N a − 1). Furthermore, a lower bound of the sequence set with power difference and the constrained spectrum is given in this section. The carrier mapping vector a, the available subcarrier set , and the set of unavailable subcarrier set¯ are defined in section II, and more definitions are given below. The power of y m is defined as (N − 2) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clearly every row of X m is a cyclically shifted version of the sequence x m . There is a well-known conclusion
where Y m = √ N diag (y m ) which is proved in [31] . Then all the X m are stacked together
The correlation matrix of X can be expressed as
where R m 1 m 2 , m 1 , m 2 = 1, 2, . . . , M , denotes the correlation matrix of x m 1 and
Observed from (21) and (22), the matrix R mm on the main diagonal is auto-correlation matrix of x m , and the peak of PACF is r x m x m (0) = P m . Therefore, the power mapping vector p is considered in the time-domain sequence set X. Note that each PACF and PCCF value appears N times in correlation matrixes, the SPS of X can be represented as
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product operation and · denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. For simplifying the problem (23), we definẽ
whereF is an unitary matrix:FF H = I MN ×MN . Based on (19) and (24) , the SPS in (23) can be rewritten as
As shown in (25) , the SPS metric of X is connected with the frequency-domain sequence set Y and the power mapping vector p. Then the spectral constraint¯ is considered, where y m (p) = 0, ∀ p ∈¯ , and we define
where p ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. Thus, (25) can be rewritten as
where P m is the power of y m . (27) can be further rewritten as
where
According to CauchySchwarz inequality, the equality is achieved if and only if
(29) indicates that the power of Y in same subcarriers are proportional to the power mapping vector p. Note that
therefore, (28) can be further minimized as
where the equality is achieved if and only if
(32) implies that the sum of powers on each subcarrier is equal. Based on (29) and (32), we have
which means that the frequency-domain sequence y m is unimodular on occupied subcarriers. In the case of this value, as shown in (31), the lower bound of and spectrum constrained sequence set with power difference can be obtained (34) is equal to the bound proposed in [29] : N 2 M (NM /N a − 1) . Therefore, the lower bound given in (34) is generalized.
Remark 2: Let us discuss the conditions for the equal sign in inequalities (28) and (31) . When sequence set Y without the power difference: (28) becomes an equality. Thus, only the inequality in (31) is valid. When the power difference is considered, the inequalities (28) and (31) are both used to obtain the lower bound. These two conditions give the construction methods of the sequence set to reach the lower bounds: For a sequence set design without power difference, the sum of the powers of each subcarrier is equal, and for a sequence set design with power differences, all frequency domain sequences are unimodular on the available subcarriers.
Example 1: Consider the frequency sequence sets with spectral constraint and power difference, where N = 256, N a = 128, M = 3 and p = [N , 2N , 3N ]. There are three type of sequence set: random sequences set generated by time-domain random phase sequences, the semioptimized sequence set generated based on (32) , and the optimal sequence set generated by (33) . The SPSs of these sequence sets are given in TABLE 1. In summary, the sequence set design method is given to reach the lower bound of the correlation function in (33) . Furthermore, the sequence set with low PAPR can be designed by Gerchberge-Saxton algorithm (GSA) [32] with the spectral modulus constraint of (33) , and the idea of the algorithm is simply given as follows.
Let Y N ×M denote the frequency sequence set that satisfies the spectral constraint¯ and the modular limitation in (33), V represent an auxiliary variable matrix used to meet the low PAPR requirement, and the optimization problem can be written as
where F denotes the DFT matrix. Due to
. By using the GSA algorithm, the low PAPR algorithm for spectral constraint sequence set is given as follows
Step 0: Give the initial random phase sequence sets Y 0 and V 0 satisfy the constraint in (34).
Step 1: Fix Y k , compute the IDFT of Y k , the optimal V k+1 is given by:
Step 2: Fix V k+1 , compute the DFT of V k+1 , the optimal Y k+1 is given by: Y k+1 = arg u Y, V k+1 . Iteration: repeat steps 1 and 2, until a pre-specified stop condition is met.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we assume the spectrum BW is W = 10 MHz, the occupied spectrum bands are set in the range 1.25-2.5 MHz and 7.5-8.75 MHz. Thus, the ratio of the available spectrum band to the entire BW is β = 3/4. E b is the energy per bit of the transmitting signal, and E b /N 0 is the energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio in dB. More simulation parameters are shown in TABLE 2, where P u is the power of user u and is randomly selected from 0-5/0-10 dB. The power estimation of the SIC receiver is considered to be ideal and the BER performance of the user with minimal power is given in the following simulation. performance and the complexity of the SIC receiver when a small U is chosen.
However, as U increases, the conclusion does not always apply. As shown in Fig. 10 , when the small L is adopted for U = 32 (L = 1, 8), due to the severe MUI caused by overlapping excessive users on the same cluster and the PACF distortion caused by large L, some special CCSK shift versions are covered by interference. Therefore, it is difficult for the SIC receiver to effectively reduce the MUI, and E b /N 0 -BER curve converges to a flat/poor state. However, the TDCS with large L still maintains excellent BER performance (L = 16, 32) due to small MUI. This observation suggests that when the large U is considered, L should be carefully selected to improve the performance of TDCS.
Furthermore, the BER performance comparison of the proposed sequence set and random phase sequence set in TDCS is also given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , where the dashed lines indicate the BER performance of TDCS using the random phase sequence set. Since the correlation function sidelobes are reduced by the method proposed in Section IV, in other words, the MUI is suppressed, the proposed sequence set achieves better TDCS BER performance than the random phase sequence set. In particular, when small L for large U is considered (e.g., U = 32, L = 8). the TDCS using the proposed sequence set has a great BER performance improvement. Therefore, the proposed sequence set is used in the following simulations. To demonstrate the impact of the near-far effect of SIC receiver, Fig. 11 shows the BER performance with P u ∈ [0, 5]. Compared with Fig. 9 , when the same simulation parameters are adopted (L = 1, 4, 8, 16 for U = 16), the hybrid clustering TDCS with large power difference outperforms that with small power difference (P u ∈ [0, 5]). When L = 4 and U = 16, the TDCS with P u ∈ [0, 10] achieves a 3 dB gain in terms of E b /N 0 compared to that with P u ∈ [0, 5]. This observation indicates that the SIC receiver can achieve performance gains in IoT scenarios with the nearfar effect. The TDCS with a single user on each cluster cannot use SIC receiver to improve the multiple access capability of the system. However, observed from Fig. 11 and Fig. 9 , it is most stable, i.e., the near-far effect hardly affects its BER performance.
B. BER PERFORMANCE SIMULATION IN MULTIPATH FADING CHANNEL
Let us discuss the BER performance of hybrid clustering TDCS in multipath fading channel (Extended Typical Urban model in [33] ). To compact the effect from the multipath fading channel, the cyclic prefix of length N /4 and the ideal channel estimation are simulated. Fig. 12 shows the BER performance of hybrid clustering TDCS with same U and different L in multipath fading channel. The observation shows that the BER performance deteriorates with the decrease of the L, e.g., when BER = 10 −2 , the performance of 16-cluster TDCS is about 5 dB better than that of traditional single-cluster TDCS in terms of E b /N 0 . Compared with the TDCS with small L, the TDCS with large L occupies fewer subcarriers. Therefore, the hybrid clustering TDCS with large L achieves better BER performance than that with small L, due to avoid the continuous frequency selective fading.
According to the BER performance of hybrid clustering TDCS in AWGN and multipath fading channels, the main conclusions are as shown follows. To achieve better BER performance in AWGN, when U ≤ 20, L should take small value. However, in order to reduce the complexity of the SIC receiver, the cluster number should be as large as possible. In particular, when L = U , the system does not require a SIC receiver. When U = 32, TDCS with small L has poor BER performance thus L should be carefully selected. In multipath fading channels, TDCS with large L achieves better performance than traditional single-cluster TDCS. Therefore, the hybrid clustering TDCS can improve multiple access capability and reduce complexity. And in some cases, hybrid clustering TDCS requires a compromise between the BER performance and the complexity of the SIC receiver.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the wireless communication system which is suitable for cognitive IoT spectrum sharing requirements is investigated. Based on the traditional spectrum sharing system TDCS, a hybrid clustering TDCS multiple access model is proposed to reduce the complexity of SIC receivers by clustering. At the same time, we also consider the near-far effect of the IoT and improve the performance of the SIC receiver by properly allocating users. Based on the spectral constraint and the power difference scene caused by the near-far effect, the lower bound of the power difference sequence set under spectrum limitation is given, and the design method is given to reach the lower bound. Finally, simulation results confirm that the hybrid clustering TDCS can address the problems caused by the near-far effect and multiple access. This implies that the system can be applied to future cognitive IoT. YUNFENG ZHOU received the B.S. degree in electronic information engineering from Southwest Jiaotong University, in 2018. He is currently pursuing the master's degree in communication and information system with the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China. His research interests include network communications, the network fault diagnosis, and machine learning. VOLUME 7, 2019 
